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                    Get Set for Spring - 0% Interest, Plus $1,000 Off!
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	 | 
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                Norwood, MA Project 

                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                
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                Keysville, FL Project

                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                
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                Johnston, RI Project

                

                
                  What makes Rhino Shield more durable is our combination of preparation and product. As shown in this recent project photo, we give great attention to prepping every surface before spraying the 1st primer coat.                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                
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                Hanover, MA Project

                

                
                  What makes Rhino Shield more durable is our combination of preparation and product. As shown in this recent project photo, we give great attention to prepping every surface before spraying the 1st primer coat.                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                
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                Patterson, NJ Project

                

                
                  What makes Rhino Shield more durable is our combination of preparation and product. As shown in this recent project photo, we give great attention to prepping every surface before spraying the 1st primer coat.                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                
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                East Hartford, CT Project

                

                
                  What makes Rhino Shield more durable is our combination of preparation and product. As shown in this recent project photo, we give great attention to prepping every surface before spraying the 1st primer coat.                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                
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                Arlington, MA Project

                

                
                  What makes Rhino Shield more durable is our combination of preparation and product. As shown in this recent project photo, we give great attention to prepping every surface before spraying the 1st primer coat.                

                
                  After extreme preparation we apply a patented adhesive primer and a thick ceramic based top-coat that is far more durable than traditional house paint, and we warranty the durability on every job.                
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                Financing Has Never Been Easier

                

                  We offer hassle-free financing, because you shouldn't have to settle when it comes to the look of your property.

                  Start Here
                

            

                                  
              
                Unbeatable Warranty

                

                  Not only do we promise our product will last, we offer a 25 year warranty on your commercial property to ensure your satisfaction with our product for the long haul.

                  Learn More
                

            

                  

    




		
		
        
          Check Out Rhino Shield in Action

          

          
                                    
              
                
              

              Watch Rhino Shield on This Old House

              
                Watch Rhino Shield on the PBS series This Old House. Most homes don't require the complete restoration shown in the video, but all Rhino projects receive a higher level of preparation than typical paint companies perform.              

            

                        
              
                
              

              Rhino Shield for Oceanfront Homes

              
                Learn more about Rhino Shield by watching this informative clip. You’ll see how the formulation of our products and our careful application process can enhance your home’s beauty while helping to protect it from the elements.              

            

                        
              
                
              

              Rhino Shield on HGTV

              
                Watch Rhino Shield on the program Curb Appeal on HGTV. See for yourself how our product performs beautifully over a brick exterior and dramatically improves the appearance of this home.              

            

                        
              
                
              

              Stop Painting Year after Year

              
                Check out how the application of Rhino Shield helps to take this home from shabby to chic! With ceramic microspheres integrated into the coating, our products provide long-lasting, low-maintenance color.              

            

                        
              
                
              

              Rhino Shield Historic Preservation

              
                Watch Rhino Shield as we recently completed work and a total exterior restoration of the Dighton Community Church in Massachusetts. The church, built 170-years ago, replaced their failing paint with a durable Rhino Shield coating.              
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        Invest in Your Property
        



		At Rhino Shield we proudly warranty our coating for as long you own your home, and a 25-year warranty on commercial work. That’s because our coatings’ unrivaled durability make them a smart choice for everyone from homeowners to well-known companies such as Disney, Comfort Inn, and NASCAR. Our customers feel confident knowing that their paint job will stand the test of time.
                
            
                                
                    
                        

                        
                            
                                Long Lasting Coating
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                                    Less hassle, and easier to maintain, Rhino Shield helps with wood repairs, sealing, and caulking  for a long lasting finish that will hold unlike any other paint product.

                                    Rhino Shield vs Paint
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                                    Rhino Shield is a low-e product that reduces thermal conductivity which provides additional insulation to your property. Save on your next energy bill.

                                    Start Saving
                                

                            

                        

                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        

                        
                            
                                Unlimited Colors
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                                    No more hassle. We can match any current exterior paint color. Whether you’re looking for an existing color or new one, we’ve got you covered.

                                    Learn More
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                                    Have the confidence to revive your property with the security of a lasting warranty. The decision to choose Rhino Shield for your property has never been easier.

                                    Start Your Project
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